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Introduction

In order for your dog to become your faithful friend and
reliable companion, capable of fulfilling all your commands,
training is required. This is an art that is improved by
professional dog handlers in special training courses offered
in various cities. However, despite the availability of such
courses, many dog owners prefer to train their pets at home,
following simple and understandable advice from experts.

Just like human children, dogs need training. Untrained
pets can be capricious, disobey their owners, destroy
property in the house, leave traces of their presence where it
is inappropriate, run away during walks, and even chase
other animals. Raising a dog helps it learn the rules of
behavior, understand its place in the house and society, and
also avoid many problems and troubles both inside the
house and on the street.

In order for your dog to behave decently and flawlessly
follow all your instructions, it is necessary to train it. In this
book you will find simple and effective methods that will
help you teach your pet basic skills and habits. Next, we'll
look at the basic principles of training, learn how to solve
common problems that dog owners have, and explore the
key aspects of training that will make your dog obedient and
balanced.



It is important to understand that every dog is unique and
what works for one may not work for another. Training
requires patience, consistency and understanding your pet's
personality. However, with the right approach and guidance,
you can achieve amazing results.

This book is your complete guide to training your dog at
home. We will dive into the world of dog education, consider
the basic rules and principles that stand behind successful
training. You will learn how to properly set up your pet for
training, what commands every pet dog should know, and
how to avoid common mistakes during the training process.

We'll also discuss how to prepare your home for the arrival of
your new puppy, how to potty train him properly, and how to
overcome your dog's crate resistance. We will give you expert
advice on preventing unwanted behavior and teach you how
to effectively respond to problems that arise during the
learning process.

Finally, we'll look at the basic commands you should teach
your dog, as well as provide you with additional materials and
resources to further train your pet. With this book you will
gain all the necessary knowledge and skills to turn your pet
into an ideal companion and loyal friend. Let's start this
exciting journey in the world of dog training together!



Basic training principles
5 steps to the perfect dog

In order for your dog to become your faithful friend and
reliable companion, capable of fulfilling all your commands,
training is required. This is an art that is improved by
professional dog handlers in special training courses offered
in various cities. However, despite the availability of such
courses, many dog owners prefer to train their pets at home,
following simple and understandable advice from experts.

Just like human children, dogs need training. Untrained
pets can be capricious, disobey their owners, destroy
property in the house, leave traces of their presence where it
is inappropriate, run away during walks, and even chase
other animals. Raising a dog helps it learn the rules of
behavior, understand its place in the house and society, and
also avoid many problems and troubles both inside the
house and on the street.

In order for your dog to behave decently and flawlessly
follow all your instructions, it is necessary to train it. In this
book you will find simple and effective methods that will
help you teach your pet basic skills and habits. Next, we'll
look at the basic principles of training, learn how to solve
common problems that dog owners have, and explore the
key aspects of training that will make your dog obedient and
balanced.



There are many methods and approaches in the world of dog
training. However, regardless of the method chosen, there
are certain basic principles that underlie the successful
training of any dog. In this chapter, we'll look at five key steps
to help you create a harmonious bond with your pet and get
them to behave at their best.

Step 1: Establishing a connection
The first and certainly one of the most important steps in dog
training is establishing a bond between you and your pet. The
dog must understand that you are its leader and be willing to
follow your commands. To do this, you need to spend time
together, strengthening mutual understanding and trust.

Step 2: Positive Training
The second step in training is to use a positive teaching
approach. Reinforcing positive behavior with rewards, rather
than punishment for misbehavior, keeps your dog motivated
to learn and builds his trust in you.

Step 3: Define Clear Rules
Clear rules and expectations help your dog understand what
is expected of him. Set house rules and stick to them
consistently. This will help your dog feel confident and safe in
his surroundings.

Step 4: Workout in stages
The fourth step involves gradually teaching your dog new
skills and commands. Break your training into small, easily
achievable goals and gradually increase their difficulty. This
will allow your dog to successfully learn new information



 and avoid becoming overwhelmed.

Step 5: Consistency and Patience
The last but not least important step is consistency and
patience. Training a dog is a process that takes time and
effort. Be consistent in your training and patient with the
inevitable difficulties. With consistency and patience, you will
achieve the results you want.

Let's analyze the detailed steps:

1.1. Spend time with your dog every day. This could be
playing in the yard, a walk in the park, or just spending time
on the couch next to each other.

1.2. Participate in general activities, such as exercising or
playing with toys. This will help your dog understand that
you are part of his life and can be his leader.

1.3. Use positive reinforcement to strengthen the bond
between you and your dog. Praise her for her good behavior
and pet her gently to show your love and respect.

2.1. Use motivational efforts such as treats or toys to reward
your dog's desired behavior.

2.2. Learn new commands gradually, starting with simple
ones and gradually increasing the level of complexity.

2.3. Remember that positive training must be consistent and
systematic so that your dog understands what is expected



 of him.

3.1. Establish rules in your home and make sure everyone in
the family and your dog understand them.

3.2. Be consistent in applying rules and expectations to
create a predictable environment for your dog.

3.3. Encourage and reward your dog for following rules to
reinforce the desired behavior.

4.1. Break the training into small steps and train your dog
one at a time, focusing on each skill individually.

4.2. Start with simple commands, such as "sit" or "down",
and gradually move on to more complex actions.

4.3. Give your dog enough time to master each skill before
moving on to the next.

5.1. Be consistent in applying training and rules to create a
stable environment for your dog.

5.2. Maintain patience during training, remembering that
each dog learns at its own pace.

5.3. Don't be discouraged when difficulties arise. Instead,
remain patient and move forward gradually.

Following these specific steps consistently will help you
succeed in training your dog and create a strong relationship 



 with him. By taking these five key steps into account, you've
laid a solid foundation for successfully training your dog.
Establishing a connection, positive training, setting rules and
expectations, training in stages, consistency and patience are
all fundamental to creating a harmonious relationship and
achieving ideal behavior for your pet.

Remember that training a dog is a process that requires
time, patience and consistency. Don't be afraid to make
mistakes, because every mistake is a chance to learn
something new. With your patience and dedication, your
furry friend will become not only a well-behaved pet, but also
a loyal companion in your life.

Trust these principles and your ability, and you are sure to
achieve success in training your dog. Move forward boldly
and enjoy every moment of your journey to the perfect dog!

As noted dog trainer and author of numerous books on dog
training, Kelly Brill, emphasizes: 

             “Remember that the most important aspect of
training is your love and patience. Dogs sense your attitude
and respond to it. It is your attention and care that will help
your pet become the perfect companion and friend."



In this chapter, we'll talk about an important aspect of raising
your dog - teaching him the proper place to toilet and key
commands that will help you manage his behavior. By
teaching your dog to use the potty properly, you can avoid
unpleasant spillage situations in your home and ensure your
dog is comfortable.

Smart training
Secrets to caring for your

dog and your home

Method 1: Teaching Signals and Behaviors
 The first secret method involves teaching your dog the
signals and behaviors that indicate he needs to go potty. This
may involve the following steps:

Observing your dog's behavior before he goes on the
potty. This could be frequent looking around, scratching
at the door, or excitement.
Creating a designated toilet spot in your home and
teaching your dog to use it.
Using a command that will signal your dog to go potty,
such as "toilet".

These methods will help your dog express his needs and
avoid accidents in your home.

 Method 2: Feeding and Walking Schedule

The second secret method is to develop a feeding and 



walking schedule that will regulate the times your dog has to
go potty. This includes:

Feeding your dog on a regular schedule to establish
regular walking times.
Allowing your dog to go potty immediately after meals
because this often triggers the need to go to the
bathroom.
Gradually increasing the time between walks and setting
up a plan to gradually increase the length of time your
dog stays home without a walk.
These methods will help your dog develop regular habits
and reduce the possibility of accidents.

Method 3: Positive reinforcement

The third secret method involves using positive
reinforcement to encourage your dog's proper potty
behavior. This means:

Encouraging the correct behavior: When your dog
successfully uses the potty, praise him immediately and
reward him with a treat or game. This will create a
positive association with potty use.

Avoiding punishment: Do not punish your dog for
occasions when he fails to go potty. This can cause
stress and lead to behavior problems. Instead, focus on
encouraging the correct behavior.

Method 4: Regular walks and supervision



The fourth secret method involves regular walks and
controlling your dog's behavior in the house. To do this:

Walking at regular intervals: Establish regular walking
intervals so your dog can defecate regularly. This will
help prevent accidents in your home.

Staying in Control: If your dog is left unattended in the
house, make sure they are in a controlled area where
they have access to the potty. Use barriers or doors to
prevent access to inappropriate areas.

Method 5: Patient and Consistent Training

The fifth secret method is to patiently and consistently train
your dog to use the potty. It includes:

Patience: Be patient and give your dog time to learn new
skills. Each dog learns at his or her own pace.

Consistency: Be consistent in teaching and setting rules.
This will help your dog understand what is expected of
him.



Important commands for your dog

In addition to potty training, your dog should know other
important commands for general management and safety:

"Sit" and "Lie Down": These
commands will help control your dog's
behavior in various situations, such as
when you need him to be calm or stay
put.

"Yuck" or "No": This command will
help prohibit your dog from engaging
in unwanted behaviors, such as when
he tries to eat something off the floor or
engages in aggressive behavior.

"Come to me" or "Fallow": This
command will allow you to call your
dog to you when needed, keeping him
safe and in control in a variety of
situations.



"Stop" or "Freeze": This command will
help you hold your dog in one place,
such as when you need to fix his posture
for grooming or examining.

"Give Paw" or "Give Paw": This
command will help your dog exhibit
social behavior and make contact with
people.

"Place" or "In Place": This command
comes in handy when you need your dog
to lie down in his seat or sleep in a
designated area.

Teaching the command "Sit."

Start with a comfortable place. Sit next to your dog in a
quiet, safe place with no distractions.
Get your dog's attention. Hold a treat or toy close to your
dog's nose to focus his attention on you.
Move slowly. Raise your hand with the treat above your
dog's head so that he follows the movement of your
hand.



Sit command. Say the command "Sit" and slowly move
your hand with the treat back over your dog's head.
When she raises her head following the treat, her body
will naturally sit.
Encouragement and praise. Once your dog sits, give her
a treat and praise her with your voice or affection. This
will help her realize that she did something right.
Repetition and Reinforcement. Repeat this process
several times so that your dog understands that the "Sit"
command is associated with a specific action. Gradually
increase the time between the command and the action
so that your dog can sit on your command without an
external stimulus.
Training in different locations. Try teaching your dog the
"Sit" command in different places so that he learns to
perform it in different situations.

Teaching the command "Lie down."

Start with the "Sit" pose. Your dog must begin the sit
position before he can move on to the "Lie Down"
command.
Movement Control. Hold the treat in your hand and
slowly lower it to the ground, moving your hand forward
from your dog's nose.
The "Lie Down" command. Say the command "Lie
down" and, while continuing to move your hand with the
treat, point it toward the ground between your dog's front
legs.
Encouragement and praise. Once your dog lies down,
give him a treat and praise him with your voice.



Repetition and reinforcement. Repeat this process
several times so that your dog understands that the "Lie
down" command is associated with a specific action.
Gradually increase the time between the command and
the action.
Practice in different locations. Practice the "Lie down"
command in different places so your dog learns to do it in
different situations.

Teaching the command "Yuck" or "Don't":

Training Preparation. Choose a time when your dog
exhibits an unwanted behavior, such as when he tries to
eat something off the floor or chew furniture.
Pronunciation of the command. Say the command "Ew"
or "No" with a clear and stern tone of voice so your dog
understands that his action is unacceptable.
Distraction. Offer your dog a substitute for the unwanted
action, such as a toy or a bone to chew, to divert his
attention.
Encouraging the correct behavior. When your dog stops
performing the unwanted action, praise him and reward
him with a treat or game.
Repetition and consistency. Repeat this process every
time your dog exhibits an unwanted behavior so that he
learns that it is unacceptable. Be consistent in applying
the command and encouraging the correct behavior.
Practice in different situations. Practice the "Yuck" or
"No" command in different situations and locations so
that your dog learns how to do it in any environment.

 



Teaching the command "Come here" or "Fallow":

Getting Attention. Say the command "Come here" or
"Fallow" with a clear and friendly tone of voice to get
your dog's attention.
Showing Attractiveness. Raise your hand with a treat or
toy and show it to your dog to get his attention.
Attraction to yourself. Slowly move away from your dog
while keeping your eyes on him and saying the command
"Come to me" or "Fallow."
Encouragement for following. When your dog comes
toward you, praise him and give him a treat or play with
him.

Repetition and reinforcement. Repeat this process in
different situations and places so your dog learns how to
respond to the "Come to me" or "Fallow" command in any
environment.

Teach your dog the command "Give paw":

Sit next to your dog in a quiet place with no distractions.
Get his attention. Hold the treat in your hand and let your
dog see it to get his attention.
Bring your hand with the treat to your dog's paw, setting
it up for your dog.
Say the command "Give a paw" or whatever command
you have chosen for this action.
Encouragement for performance. When your dog
touches your hand with his paw, immediately praise him
and give him a treat.



Repeat the process. Repeat this process several times so
that your dog learns to associate the command with the
action.
Reinforce the command. Gradually increase the time
between command and execution so that your dog can
perform the action on demand without direct exposure to
the treat.
Practice in different situations. Practice the "Give Paw"
command in a variety of situations and locations so your
dog learns to perform it regardless of the environment.

Teach the command "Place" or "To place":

Prepare a place. Designate a place for your dog to lie
down, such as a pillow or mat.
Gain attention. Say the command "Place" or "In Place"
with a clear and confident tone of voice.
Pointing to the spot. Show your dog the spot where he
should lie down by pointing with your hand or leash.
Encouragement for compliance. When your dog lies
down in the designated spot, praise him immediately and
reward him with a treat.
Repetition and reinforcement. Repeat this process
several times so that your dog learns to associate the
command with the action.
Gradual removal of reinforcement. Gradually reduce the
use of the treat as a reward so that your dog can perform
the command independently of it.
Practice the "Place" or "In Place" command in a variety
of situations and locations so that your dog learns to
perform the command independently of the environment.



Teaching your dog the command "Come to me" or
"Fallow":

Establish contact. Sit or stand a short distance from your
dog so he can see and hear you.
Get attention. Say the "Come to me" or "Fallow"
command with a clear and friendly tone of voice to get
your dog's attention.
Point in the direction. Point with your hand or leash to
encourage your dog to follow you.
Encouragement for compliance. When your dog comes
toward you, praise him and reward him with a treat or
game.
Repetition and reinforcement. Repeat this process
several times in different situations so that your dog
learns to respond to the "Come to me" or "Fallow"
command regardless of the environment.
Increasing Distance. Gradually increase the distance
between you and your dog when he successfully follows
you on command.
Practicing in open spaces. Practice the "Come to me" or
"Fallow" command outdoors or in other open spaces so
that your dog learns to do it in different situations and at
different distances.

In this chapter, we've covered the basic commands your dog
needs to know for good control and safety. Teaching your
dog these commands requires patience, consistency, and
constant practice, but the results are worth the effort.
Remember that each dog is different, and some may take
longer to learn the commands than others. 



Be patient and maintain a positive approach to teaching your
dog and you will achieve the results you want. 

Expert cynologist Revaz Khomasuridze said: "The key to
training a dog is to build trust and respect between you and
your pet. Remember to reward him for successfully obeying
commands and be consistent in your demands."

Now that you know the basic principles of training and the
important commands for your dog, you're ready to move on
and delve deeper into training your pet.

I Love U



Socialization is a key aspect of any dog's life that determines
its ability to coexist peacefully with other animals and people.
It is important to understand that the socialization process
begins at a very young age and continues throughout a pet's
life. In this introduction, we will discuss the importance of
socialization for dogs and how it affects their behavior and
safety.

Socialization provides an opportunity for the dog to learn
how to interact with other animals as well as people and
adapt to different situations and environments. This process
helps the dog develop social skills, and confidence, which
greatly affects their future behavior.

However, socialization not only has positive aspects, but also
has a direct impact on a dog's safety. Properly socialized
dogs are less prone to aggressive behavior and conflict,
which greatly reduces the risk of unpleasant incidents for
both the pet and its environment.

In this chapter, we will look at various aspects of dog
socialization, methods of socialization, and important points
to consider when socializing your pet. We will look in detail
at how to create a safe and comfortable environment for your
dog so that he can learn to coexist peacefully with other dogs.

Socialization and safety
Lessons in peaceful

coexistence with other dogs



Socialization for dogs is the process by which
they learn to interact with other dogs, people,
and the environment.

The puppy period is a key time for the dog's socialization.
During this period, the dog is in a phase of active learning
and behavior shaping. Proper socialization during
puppyhood helps the dog develop social skills, establish
social contacts, and adapt to various environmental stimuli.

However, it is important to understand that socialization
does not stop with the end of the puppy period. Adult dogs
also need socialization to maintain their social skills and
adapt to new situations.

Socialization has many positive aspects for the dog and its
owner. First, proper socialization improves a dog's self-
esteem and confidence. A well-socialized dog feels more
comfortable in different situations and shows fewer signs of
stress. Socialization also helps to strengthen the bond
between the dog and its owner. Through socialization
sessions and encounters with other dogs, the dog begins to
understand and trust his owner better, which contributes to
a more harmonious relationship between the two.

This process begins at a very early
age and continues throughout the
animal's life. 



Methods of

SOCIALIZATIONSOCIALIZATION

Encounters with other dogs play an important
role in your dog's socialization. These encounters

provide an opportunity for your dog to learn to
socialize with other dogs, become comfortable in

social situations, and develop communication
skills. It is important for your dog's successful

socialization that these encounters take place in
a safe and supervised environment.

Encounters with other dogs01

Visiting dog parks
Visiting dog parks can also be an effective way to

socialize your dog. At dog parks, your pet will have the
opportunity to meet a variety of dogs of different

breeds and ages, which will help them learn to
socialize with different personalities. However, when
choosing a dog park, it's worth considering not only

the accessibility of the park, but also the level of
safety. 

02

03 Group classes and training 
Participating in group classes and training

sessions can be a great way for your dog to
socialize. In these groups, your dog not only

learns commands and skills, but also has the
opportunity to interact with other pets and

their owners. Group classes are usually
supervised by experienced instructors, providing
a controlled and safe environment for your dog. 



The choice of socialization method depends on your dog's
individual needs and personality, as well as your personal
preferences. However, it is important to remember that
regular and varied socialization methods will help your dog
become confident, sociable and safe in the community.

Maintaining control over your dog's behavior during
socialization is an extremely important aspect of preventing
conflict or aggression. Teach your dog basic commands such
as "Sit," "Lie down," and "Foo" and use them to control his
behavior in a variety of situations. If your dog begins to
exhibit aggression or inappropriate behavior, remove him
from the situation and take him to a distance to calm down. It
is very important to learn to recognize signs of stress and
discomfort in your dog during socialization. These can
include slow movements, lip licking, high laid back tail, wide
open eyes and strained ears. If you notice these signs in your
dog, give your dog a chance to rest and calm down in a calm
environment.

Following rules and etiquette during socialization helps
create a safe and comfortable environment for everyone
involved. Teach your dog good manners in public places,
including controlling behavior, not going out with other dogs
without permission, and not disturbing other animals or
people. Remember that you are also responsible for your
dog's behavior, so steps should be taken to prevent any
incidents. Don't force your dog to engage in socialization with
more dogs or people at once. Instead, gradually introduce
him to new situations, starting with small groups or
individual encounters. 



This will allow your dog to gradually adapt and feel more
confident in new environments. Always be prepared to
protect your dog from possible threats or aggressive dogs.
Don't hesitate to intervene if your dog gets into an
unpleasant situation or if you see other dogs or their owners
exhibiting aggressive or inappropriate behavior. Your dog
depends on you to protect him and keep him safe during
socialization.

Socialization is an ongoing process and you need to continue
to train and support your dog in this aspect of his life.
Regular walks, visits to dog parks, and participation in group
classes will help your dog stay socialized and comfortable in
a variety of situations.

Let's summarize and reiterate the key points:

Socialization helps your dog learn to socialize, become
comfortable in different situations, and develop social skills.
This process begins at a very young age and requires
constant practice and attention.

Safety during socialization plays an important role in
preventing conflict, aggression and unpleasant incidents.
Managing your dog's behavior, recognizing signs of stress,
and following rules and etiquette help create a safe
environment for everyone involved.

Emphasize that socialization is a process that requires
constant attention and care on the part of the owner. 



Housekeeping
Teaching your pet to wait with

pleasure

House cleaning is not only a daily chore, but also a good way
to keep your home neat and tidy. Often, however, our pets can
get in the way of this process, as they can be curious,
impatient, or just in search of attention. In this chapter, we
will look at how you can teach your pet to wait happily while
you clean your home, making the process more efficient and
enjoyable for both of you. Before we get into specific methods,
it's important to understand why teaching your pet to wait
while cleaning is essential. Not only will it help you make
cleaning more productive, but it will also strengthen the bond
between you and your pet by teaching them to control their
behavior and be patient.

Gradual introduction: Start by gradually introducing the
concept of waiting into everyday activities. For example, when
you are getting ready to start cleaning, ask your pet to sit or lie
down in his seat and wait. Reward him for complying with the
command with a treat or praise.

Game Mode Training: Turn the training process into a game
to make it more fun for your pet. Use toys or interactive
trainers to keep your pet occupied while cleaning.

Gradually increase the waiting time: Start with short periods
of time for your pet to wait and then gradually increase the
time. Don't forget to reward your pet for each successful step.



Using the "Stay" command: Teach your pet the "Stay"
command so he understands that he must stay put while
cleaning. Use rewards and constant repetition to reinforce
this command.

Positive reinforcement: Use only positive reinforcement
during training. Encourage and praise your pet for his
patience and obedience.

Every dog is unique, so it's important to individualize your
training approach. Consider your pet's personality, age,
activity level and personality traits. For example, more
energetic dogs may need more physical activity before
cleaning so that they are calmer and more cooperative.
Divide the training process into small steps and progress
through them sequentially. Do not try to fit the entire training
session into one session. Regular short training sessions will
be more effective and will help your pet learn better.
Remember to train your pet in a variety of conditions and
environments. Practice waiting training not only in the home,
but also on walks, on visits, or in other public places. This
will help your pet learn to wait in any situation and under
different conditions. Variety rewards and incentives to keep
your pet motivated and interested in training. Use not only
treats, but also toys, praise and attention as incentives. This
will help keep motivation and enthusiasm levels high during
training. Remember that the key to this process is to
individualize your pet's approach, systematic training,
practice in different situations, a system of rewards, and
consideration of your pet's individual needs. 



01

03

02

04

Important tips

05

Attention
 Before you start cleaning, get
your pet's attention so he is ready
to learn. You can do this by calling
him to you or giving the
command "Here". Make sure your
pet has your attention and is
ready for the next step.

Offer a command
Give your pet a command, such as
"Wait" or "Stay," and wait for the
command to be obeyed. Maintain
clear and concise communication
with your pet using a confident
voice and explicit gestures.

Prepare a place
Before you start training, make sure
you are in a suitable place for training.
Choose a quiet, calm place without
many distractions so your pet can
focus on the task at hand.

Encourage Waiting
Behavior
As soon as your pet sits or lies down
and begins to wait, reward him
immediately. Use a treat, praise or
toy as an instant reward for the
desired behavior.

Increasing Wait Time
Gradually increase the amount of
time your pet must wait before
receiving a reward. Start with short
intervals of time and then gradually
increase them. Remember that
slowly and gradually increasing the
time will help your pet learn the
material successfully.



Utilizing a variety of hands-on activities when teaching your
pet to wait happily during housekeeping is a key element of
successful training. Understanding basic steps and
techniques such as getting attention, preparing a spot,
offering a command, rewarding for waiting behavior,
increasing wait time, and constant encouragement will allow
you to effectively and emotionally connect with your pet
during the learning process.

Taking a systematic approach to training, using positive
reinforcement, and being sensitive to your pet's individual
needs will help create a positive learning experience for both
you and your loyal four-legged friend. Remember to be
patient, consistent, and respectful of your pet and you will be
sure to achieve the results you desire.

Practice and consistency in training are key ingredients for
success. Keep working with your pet, improving skills and
deepening the bond between you. Together you can create a
harmonious and understanding relationship that will make
your life together even happier and more satisfying.



 Charting success
 Effective learning at home

without stress

House training your dog is a key part of his education and
development. Not only does it help your dog learn commands
and behavior, but it also strengthens your bond and
understanding. In this chapter, we'll look at how to create an
effective training schedule for your dog that will help you
achieve success without unnecessary stress and tension.
Before you begin training your dog, it is important to define
the goals and objectives you want to achieve. Be specific and
realistic in your expectations. Break the training down into
small steps and incremental goals to make the process easier
for both you and your dog.

1) Start the day with a short training session before feeding
your dog. This could be 10-15 minutes of teaching basic
commands such as "Sit", "Down" or "Stay" before you feed
her.
2) Make time during the day for play sessions with your dog,
including training elements. Use toys or interactive activities
to incorporate learning into play. For example, you can use a
puzzle toy to help your dog learn to solve simple problems to
get a treat.
3) After your evening walk, take time to practice more
complex commands or work on specific behavioral problems. 

Planning your training schedule



This could be time for leash training, working on staying
steadfast in different situations, or learning new tricks.
4) In addition to your scheduled training sessions, do short
reviews of basic commands throughout the day. For example,
while your dog is waiting to get a treat, ask him to follow a
"Sit" or "Down" command. These short repetitions will help
strengthen your dog's skills and keep him focused on
learning.
5) Use the time you spend with your dog during daily tasks
such as feeding, grooming or housekeeping to integrate
elements of training. For example, ask your dog to wait
before you feed him or use “stay” commands while cleaning
the area.

Goal setting

Setting specific goals for each training session will help you
and your dog focus on the end result and clearly define what
is expected of him. For example, if your dog needs to learn to
come to you on the command “Come,” the goal might be to
achieve a reliable execution of that command over a distance
of 10 meters without distractions.

Example: Today's training goal is to teach your dog to
respond to the Sit command within 5 seconds without
distractions.

Rewarding is key to motivating your dog and helping him
learn new skills. Variety in the use of rewards makes 



training more interesting and stimulating for your pet. For
example, after successfully completing a command, you can
give your dog a treat, verbally praise it, and play with its
favorite toy.

I like it. 

Example: After your dog successfully obeys the Sit command
for 5 seconds, give him a treat, praise and play with him for a
few minutes.

Considering your dog's needs:
Every dog is an individual and has its own unique needs and
preferences. When creating a training schedule, consider
your dog's age, breed, activity level, and previous experience.
For example, if your dog gets tired easily or is easily
distracted, break up the training into several short sessions
to keep him focused and motivated.

Example: If your dog cannot handle long training sessions,
divide the training into two or three short 5-10 minute
sessions throughout the day.

With these principles and examples in mind, you can create a
stimulating learning environment for your dog that is as
effective and enjoyable as possible for everyone involved in
the learning process.



Maintaining a positive approach
Respect for limits:
It is important to consider your dog's physical and emotional
state during training. If you notice signs of fatigue or stress in
your pet, give him a chance to rest and recover. Taking
breaks between workouts will help you avoid fatigue and
maintain a high level of motivation.

Example: If your dog begins to become distracted or show
signs of fatigue during training, end the session and allow
him to rest in a calm environment.

Continuous training and feedback:
Maintain regular training and provide constant feedback to
your dog. Reward them for every small success and help
them correct mistakes with understanding and patience.
Feedback should be constructive and friendly so that your
dog can continually improve and develop.

Example: If your dog successfully completed the Sit
command but was unable to stay in that position for the
required time, praise him for following the command, but
note that he needs to improve his endurance in this exercise.

Mutual participation and communication:
Training your dog is a mutual process in which you both
need to be involved. Create a positive bond between you and
your dog based on trust, understanding and mutual respect.
Consistently participating in training will help strengthen 



your bond and make training more enjoyable and productive
for both of you.

Example: Spend time playing and walking with your dog
outside of training to strengthen your bond and create a
positive atmosphere during training. Communicating with
your dog outside of training will also help you better
understand his needs and personality traits.



Observe your dog's reactions
and behavior during training.
She may be showing you her
needs and preferences, so be

attentive to her cues and mood.

Dogs learn new skills best
when training is systematic

and consistent. Try to stick to
the same rules and

commands to avoid creating
confusion for your dog.

Training a dog takes time,
patience and consistency. Be

prepared that successes may not
come immediately and don't be
discouraged at the first setback.
Constant practice and support

will help you and your dog
achieve the results you want.



If you have any difficulties or questions
about training your dog, do not hesitate

to contact a professional trainer. An
experienced specialist will be able to

offer you individual recommendations
and help you overcome difficulties in

training your pet.

By following these important tips from a
professional, you can create an effective
learning environment for your dog and
achieve success in his training and
development.



In this chapter, we have discussed important aspects of
maintaining a positive approach when training your dog.
Understanding and respecting your pet's physical and
emotional limits plays a key role in creating an effective
training environment without stress and tension. Constant
instruction, feedback, and mutual participation in the training
process will help your dog to continually improve and grow.

It is important to remember that training your dog is a
reciprocal process that requires patience, careful
preparation, and ongoing commitment. With these important
principles and tips in mind, you will be able to achieve
successful results in training your dog and strengthen your
bond with him.

Remember to be patient, friendly and understanding while
training your dog. Maintain a positive atmosphere and enjoy
the process with your faithful friend.



Preventing mistakes
 Expert advice on minimizing

unfortunate situations

Owners often face various challenges and unforeseen
situations while training a dog. The need for careful planning
and preparation, as well as the use of expert advice, play an
important role in the successful training of a pet. Wrong
approaches or lack of awareness can lead to undesirable
results and even negative consequences for your dog.

In this chapter, we will focus on identifying the major
mistakes that often occur during the dog training process and
provide you with valuable guidance and practical tips to help
you avoid these problems and ensure that your pet is trained
effectively and safely. We will then cover a wide range of
situations, from inadequate owner training to errors in
training methods and failure to understand the individual
dog's personality. Each section will include not only a
description of the mistake, but also specific advice from
experts on how to avoid similar problems in the future.

We hope that this chapter will help you better understand the
basic aspects of dog training and ensure a harmonious
interaction with your pet based on mutual respect, trust and
understanding.



Lack of owner training is one of the main reasons for
ineffective dog training. This may include a lack of knowledge
of basic training principles, a lack of understanding of the
dog's needs and behavior, and a lack of clarity in training
goals.

Expert Advice: Before starting to train a dog, an owner
should take the time to learn the basic principles of animal
training. This includes studying dog psychology,
understanding the principles of reward and punishment, and
various training techniques. Take a course, read a book, or
seek help from a professional dog trainer.

Practice: Create a training plan for your dog, identifying
specific goals you want to achieve and the methods you will
use to achieve them. Discuss this plan with an experienced
trainer or other dog owners for feedback and additional
recommendations. Remember to regularly update your
knowledge and skills so that you are prepared to deal with
any problems that may arise during your dog's training.

Insufficient owner training

11:34

Inconsistency in training



Inconsistency in the use of commands and rewards can cause
confusion in your dog and make it difficult for him to learn. If
a dog receives different signals or rewards for the same
behavior, it can cause misunderstandings and confuse him.

Expert Advice: To avoid this mistake, set clear rules and
expectations for your dog and stick to them consistently. This
includes using the same commands and rewards for the same
behavior. For example, if you use the "sit" command to get
your dog to sit, use it every time you want your dog to do that
action.

Practice: Write down a list of basic commands and behaviors
you want your dog to learn. Discuss these commands with
members of your family or anyone who will interact with your
dog frequently. Make sure everyone understands the meaning
of the commands and will use them according to established
rules. Remember to repeat training and exercises regularly to
keep your dog's skills up to par.

Insufficient owner training

Improper use of punishment or harsh training methods can
stress your dog and break his trust in you. This can lead to an
increase in unwanted behavior and also create a negative
association with the training and you as the owner.

Expert Advice: Avoid using harsh training and punishment
methods such as physical punishment or noisy corrections. 



Instead, focus on a positive approach and rewarding the
desired behavior. Positive training is based on rewards for
correct behavior, which promotes greater understanding and
trust on the part of your dog.

Practice: Review your teaching methods and make sure they
are rewarding and motivating. Instead of punishing
undesirable behavior, try establishing alternative strategies
such as ignoring undesirable behavior and rewarding desired
behavior. If you find shortcomings in your approach, try to
change your approach and use friendlier and more effective
teaching methods that rely on a positive approach and
encouragement.

Failure to take into account the
individual characteristics of the

dog

Not taking your dog's individual needs and characteristics
into account can lead to ineffective results and frustration for
both you and your dog. Every dog is unique and what works
for one may not work for another. Failure to take this into
account can lead to difficulties in training and your
relationship with your dog.

Expert Advice: When training your dog, always consider his
individual personality. This includes energy level, age, breed,
preferences and previous training experience. For example,
some dog breeds require more intense physical exercise,
while others may be more prone to intellectual stimulation.
Take this into account when developing your training plan.



Practice: Make a list of your dog's characteristics. Include
her favorite treats, toys, and her learning preferences.
Observe his behavior and reactions in different situations to
better understand what motivates your dog and what training
methods work best for him. This will help you tailor your
training approach to your dog's individual needs.

In this chapter, we discussed important aspects of dog
training and offered some useful tips for avoiding mistakes
that may occur during the training process. We've looked at
how lack of owner preparation, inconsistent training,
inappropriate use of punishment, and lack of consideration
for your dog's individual needs can affect the effectiveness of
training and the relationship between you and your pet.

Mistakes in training can be frustrating and lead to learning
failures. However, with the right approach and understanding
how to avoid these mistakes, you can create a positive and
productive learning environment for your dog.

It is important to remember that every dog is unique and
what works for one dog may not work for another. When
developing a training plan, consider your dog's individual
needs and preferences, and tailor your approach accordingly.

Follow our tips, build a positive relationship with your dog
based on mutual respect and trust, and you will be able to
overcome the challenges of successfully training your pet.



Preparing the house for
the arrival of a puppy

The arrival of a new puppy in the family is a significant event
that fills our lives with joy, excitement and new opportunities.
However, in addition to emotional readiness, it is also
necessary to prepare for the practical aspects of welcoming a
new member into the family. Preparing your home for the
arrival of your puppy plays an important role in ensuring his
safety, comfort and well-being.

Taking steps and practical measures in advance will help you
create the ideal conditions for your new pet and ensure that it
easily adapts to its new environment. Let's take a look at the
key aspects of preparing your home for a puppy and discuss
practical tips to help you make the transition as smooth and
enjoyable as possible for your entire family.



#HappyPuppy

One of the first steps in preparing your
home for a puppy is choosing the best
place for your puppy to sleep and rest.
Creating a cozy and safe space for your
pet not only contributes to their
comfort, but also helps them feel like a
part of your home.

When you choose a place for your
puppy's bedroom and resting area,
consider a few important factors. First,
choose a quiet and peaceful corner of
your home where there are not too
many people or pets. This will help your
puppy feel calm and secure while
sleeping. Your puppy needs a soft and
warm place to rest and sleep. Place a
special basket, bed or pillow for your
dog in a place of your choice. Provide
your pet with a soft blanket or mattress
to keep him cozy while resting.

Choosing a place to
sleep and rest



#I_am_the_conscious_master

One of the key aspects of preparing your
home for a puppy is creating a special
area for training and play. This not only
helps develop your pet's skills, but also
helps prevent potential trouble in the
house. While choosing a place for the
training and play area, consider the
safety and comfort of your puppy. A
small part of the living room, kitchen, or
other cozy area where there are no
dangerous objects or appliances is
ideal. This will help avoid accidental
injuries and create a safe space for
active play and training.

The training and play area should have
access to a variety of toys and
entertaining elements that will interest
your puppy and help him develop. Place
different types of toys such as balls,
squeakers, chew toys and puzzles. This
will allow your puppy to choose what he
likes to do and have a good time.

Learning and play area



#HealthyPup

It is important to provide your puppy
with access to fresh water and quality
food in convenient areas of your home.
Place feeding and drinking bowls in
designated areas where your puppy can
easily reach them. The ideal option is to
choose a place away from walkways so
that your pet can enjoy food and water
in peace. Clean and fresh water is the
key to your pet's health. Check and
change the water in his bowl regularly
to ensure he always has access to clean,
fresh water. It's also a good idea to
clean feeding and drinking bowls
regularly to avoid bacteria growth and
maintain optimal conditions for your
pup. When choosing food for your
puppy, consider his age, breed and
individual needs. Consult with your
veterinarian or animal nutritionist to
determine the best option to meet your
pet's needs and help him grow healthy.

Organizing feeding and
drinking areas



#I'm_being_taken_care_of

Before your puppy arrives, conduct a
thorough check of your home for
potentially dangerous objects and
places. Pay special attention to wires,
small objects, poisonous plants and
chemicals. Make sure that all these
items and materials are kept out of your
puppy's reach or completely out of his
reach. Block access to dangerous areas
in your home, such as upper floors,
balconies, windows and swimming
pools. Make sure doors and windows
close securely to avoid accidental falls
or accidents. Consider installing safety
barriers or sealing off hazardous areas,
especially if you live in a multi-story
building or have public access to
hazardous areas. Teach your puppy the
rules of safe behavior in the house and
regularly monitor his activity. Be
prepared to quickly respond to any
potentially dangerous situations and
prevent possible accidents.

Securing your home



#I_have_everything

Feeding and drinking bowls: Purchase
special feeding and drinking bowls for
your puppy. Choose bowls made from
durable materials that are easy to clean
and appropriate for his age and size.

Leash and Collar: Have a leash and
collar ready for walks with your puppy.
Choose the appropriate size and
material that will be comfortable for
your pet.

Toys: Invest in a variety of toys for your
puppy that will help him develop and
engage in active play. Pay attention to
the safety of toys and choose those that
do not pose a threat to your pet's health.

Bed or Sleeping Basket: Prepare your
puppy's sleeping area by providing a
soft, comfortable bed or basket. 

Purchase of necessary
supplies and equipment



Conclusion

Preparing for the arrival of a new puppy in the family is an
important stage that requires not only emotional readiness,
but also practical preparation at home and yourself as an
owner. In this book, we've covered the key aspects of training
and raising a dog, from the basic principles of training and
socialization to preventing mistakes and creating a safe
environment for your pet.

Each chapter is a collection of helpful tips, practical
exercises, and expert advice to help you successfully meet the
challenges you face as a responsible dog owner. It is
important to understand that raising and caring for a puppy is
an ongoing process that requires patience, love, and constant
learning for both you and your pet.

By following the tips in this book and implementing them into
your daily life, you will create a favorable environment for
your puppy's growth, development and happy life. Remember
that your care and attention are key components to a healthy
and happy partnership between you and your pet.

When preparing to welcome a puppy into your home, it is
important to pay attention to many aspects, from creating a
safe and comfortable environment to preparing owners for
raising and caring for the new family member. 



Preparing your home for a new puppy requires careful
planning and attention to detail to ensure the puppy has the
right environment to adapt and thrive.

Create a Safe Environment: Thoroughly checking your home
for potential hazards and taking steps to eliminate them will
ensure your pet is safe in your home.

Preparing the Space: Establishing special areas for sleeping,
playing and learning will help your puppy adapt to his new
home more quickly and feel comfortable.

Purchasing the necessary supplies: Pre-prepared feeding and
drinking bowls, toys, a bed and other supplies will provide
your puppy with everything he needs for a full life and care.

Training and Socialization: Developing a training and
socialization plan will help your puppy settle in faster and
become part of your family.

Preventing mistakes: Knowing the main mistakes in dog
training and how to prevent them will help you avoid
unpleasant situations and achieve successful training results.

Once your home is prepared for the arrival of your new
puppy, it's important to remember that the process of raising
and caring for him is just beginning. Keep in constant
communication with your veterinarian, monitor his health
and development, and continue training and socialization
throughout his life.



Be prepared that the first time with a new puppy can be
unpredictable and may require a lot of effort and patience on
your part. However, with the right approach, love and
patience, you will be able to create a harmonious relationship
with your pet and enjoy mutual joy and understanding.

Don't forget that every step you take to take care of your
puppy reflects on its well-being and happiness. So keep
striving to be the best owner you can be for your pet and you
will be rewarded with the devotion and love of your loyal
friend.

Remember that your puppy is not just an animal, but part of
your family, and your care and love for him will make his life
happy and full of joy.
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